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RESOLUTION, #1 A fanzine of personal natterings, assorted articles and columns, bits of news
news and whatever else I can use to fvll up its pages. This is coming from the fevered
brain and fumbling fingers of Jackie Causgrove (formerly Franke), now living at her very
own place of residence; 2716 N. Hampden Court, #108, Chicago, IL 60614. Telephone, for
those wealthy enough to care, is (312) 281-7249. Due to DRASTIC changes in finances,
this zine will now be available for filthy lucre as well as the Usual—though because
of the aforementioned changes, trades will have to be pre-arranged (I can’t afford to
trade with Everybody and hisser siblings now...). Is 50$ a copy, 5/$2 too much? (I’m
a bit new at this pricing game, as you can see...) Friends in Foreign Lands—please
do not send International Reply Coupons. Save your shekels, dinara, pesos and pounds
and trade ’em in at a bank for US currency, if you must, but don't waste your dough on
this rip-off pieces of paer that are worth only 18<r (US) and cost you a small fortune.
Final stencils are being cut on June 9th, 1977, which is a mere six weeks past due....
(Blaring of trumpets...)
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Was there ever a time in my life when I could look behind me, about myself, and forward
into the future and see nothing but stability? If so, it must have been many a year
ago, before I was in my teens, at least, because rack my memory though I will, no hint
of such a time remains. I've grown accustomed to change, sometimes gradual, ofttimes
rapid and climatic but change nonetheless. So this period of general unsettledness has
n't had quite the traumatic effect on me that it could have had. For the changes I
wrote about in the final DILEMMA (now that it's gone, I feel free to capitalize its
title) have continued unabated, and only now seem likely to be coming to an end.
Lessee, where did I leave off? Oh yes, with the last-minute rescue of my ConFusion
deadline by the happy discovery of one lonely tube of Quill ink amid the assorted paraphenalia Wally had lugged up to Wilmot. In a snowstorm. By a bit past noon the next
day I was collating the fifty copies I'd prixited up and Wally was loading the Franke
Tank for the trip to Ann Arbor. Dire warnings about the road conditions were flooding
the airways, and Jon Stopa—never one to come out and tell someone to do the sensible
thing—was muttering all sorts of gloomy forecasts for our trip. Fortunately they didn't
come true—they never had a chance to. The Tank froze up during the night (it had drop
ped to 70° (F) below zero according to the local weatherman; wind-chill factor included,
of course) (this was Wisconsin, not Canada, after all!). Helpful hands tried to start
it to no avail: it finally had to be towed into the Ski Lodge's garage for more intense
work by the mechanics there. They gave it their best shot, but by then the damage had
been done. Once the car was warmed up enough to start, the starter had conked out from
all the previous attempts. We were stranded.
Back at the house, we tried every means we could think of to get out of Wilmot. Even
reached the point where we decided to pool our resources and rent a car. But there
were none to be had, at least that night—we did find one place where we could pick one
up at seven ayem—and since a new starter could be put upon the beast at dawn's first
light (well..almost) there was nothing to do but trundle off to our beds and, in my
case at least, cry my eyes out. (in the meantime we learned that Paula Gold was stuck
out on the highway between Cincy and Ann Arbor, and Mike, Mike and Derek were equally
stuck somewhere in the wilds of Southern Ontario. At least we were in familiar terri
tory! And warm.)

Somewhere around noon at Saturday, January 22, we set off for Michigan. We had planned
on picking Midge up—since Yale and Lynn had chickened out at the forcasts—the previous
evening, and as the hour had grown later and the car appeared to be even less apt to be
running RealSoon, she had taken off for Martha Beck’s house in Gary, Indiana, more in
line with our expected route than the heart of Chicago. But Edieken and Parks changed
their minds with the new day, and we drove into Chicago to collect them and their lug
gage before heading southeast to the Beck's house. Once there, we found Dave Wixon and
Caryl Bucklin comfortably enscounced with Hank and Martha and Midge, and no one willing
to brave the roads but us. Wishing them well, we went.

And had no trouble at all. In one or two places the highway was narrowed down to one
lane, and there were occasional snowdrifts underneath overpasses, but in the main the
highway was in terrific condition and I actually shaved a half-hour off my usual travel
ing time to Ann Arbor (of course, I had padded the speed limit a mite in order to do so,
but that's besides the point. I was anxiousI) We reached the Ann Arbor Inn somewhere
around seven—in time to find nearly everyone we knew was out for dinner. The first
person I met in the lobby informed me that the group of fen from Cincy had not been
heard from since the previous night. My heart sank. "Whatever you do," I cautioned,
"don't tell Wally until we hear something definite." At least Harper's VW had made it
in, I learned, so I managed to cadge a room key to Glicksohn’s digs from the clerk.
(Sheer bravado does work!)
We shall skip the tearful reunion twixt Derek and I and rejoin events later, around 3
in the morning, when we finally heard—from the only Cincinnati fan, Rick Bergman, who
made it through the snow (he flew)—news about the Gold sisters. They had made it as
far as some town in Ohio that lay near the midway point before they were forced off the
road. A National Guard Armory was opened up to shelter stranded travelers, and.they
rested there awhile before attempting to turn back South. They never got out of the
town, and wound.up returning to the Armory and making the best of it there. Wally, need
less to say, was tremendously relieved, and proceeded to party like mad. Derek’s draw
ing of him later on in this zine doesn’t portray half the awfullness of his condition
rhe following morning. It was a sad, sad, sight. (We promised not to rat on him to
Paula, a promise we kept until Wally learned she had partied almost as roughly down in
Ohio. VYqu remember all those stories I told you that would be only half-true" he said.
"Well, you can believe 'em now...")
In retrospect, it seemed like a hell of a lot of hassle to go through for a one-night
party, for that is what ConFusion remains in my memory banks. A pleasant party, not a
con. sSigh* So much effort for so little reward!

Derek and I were spending the week at Martha's, so Wally took us there Sunday afternoon.
It felt good to be back in my second "home". Monday afternoon, the bad news came in the
mail—my application for Landed Immigrant status was curtly turned down. Age and edu
cation were the reasons given. Hello again despair. We were building a long-lasting
relationship.
By week's end the picture was still murky, but not altogether hopeless. Derek would
move to the US, and even if that meant a lengthy seperation, things eventually would
work out. Notz that I had nd need to stay outside of Toronto, why not go back with t-hem
when Harper came to pick Derek up? Well, for one thing, I’d promised one of the girls
back at Wilmot, who had been struggling to find people willing to take over her Job so
she could attend Mardi Gras in New Orleans, that I'd work her Job for two weeks. I’m
not the type that runs out on commitments, and those I had run out on the past Fall were
still rankling my conscience. I had to stay at least until late February. Also, since
I still would be unable to earn a salary in TO, I could save up some cash for the lean
times to come. Reluctantly, Derek agreed and we once again parted.

Maybe it was the distance, maybe it was the strain we'd gone through, maybe it was the
fault of miscommunication, but slowly the bonds between Derek and I were fading. I made
a brief visit in mid—February, and the signs of Trouble were readily apparent. By March,
when we'd agreed to meet at Marcon in Columbus, Ohio, we agreed to cool it and return to
a 'just friends" status. Who said it, Parks or Oberembt? "Long Distance Relationships
Stink" Whoever, it's true.

1 ,rTet?fned ^.Toronto with Derek for a two and a half week stay, but it was as a Guest
a visiting Friend. We still spoke of plans and maybes and eventualities, but both of ’
us knew it was half-hearted, empty talk. When Harper came by to pick me up for Minicon
on Thursday, it was Goodbye" I said, not "Farewell".
P
'

Minicon was/is a blur. I was numb, both from the 2U hours it took us to get there and
emotionally. But the Easter weekend was a healing one, in a sense, because I developed
an even stronger sense of self-reliance. My artwork sold for fantastic prices, and my
cash cache grew comfortably large. When Mike and Peter Edick (who was hitching a ride
back to TO preparatory to immigrating back to the US) dropped me off at Midge's in Chi
cago, I looked at the city with new eyes. It was going to be my home for quite some
time to come. Go home, some say, and Chicago was the place of my birth...so why not?
1 can't stan/l indecision; indecisiveness and uncertainty drive me stark raving bonkers.
Just which direction I head in is relatively unimportant as long as some direction is
set, some sort of headway in evidence, even the vaguest of goals in sight. Midge Reitan
offered.me crash space in her apartment, and had contacted the Federal Civil Service
Commission for me while I was still in Toronto. A day to take a Civil Service test was
scheduled,April 21 so at least a sort of action was being taken in regards to employ
ment. (Here is where my true fannish nature/selfishness comes to the fore: when Yale
Edeiken told me about the openings in the Environmental Protection Agency, and of the
various side benefits adhereing to Government positions, my eyes lit up. 13 holidays!?
13 sick days!? Plus vacations!? And a more-than-living wage to boot!? Wow! Look at
all the conventions I'd be able to attend...!!! The fanzines I could afford to produce!)
In the meantime, I signed up with Manpower, Inc—a temporary-workers agency for those
of you who aren't familiar with the company—and began searching for an apartment. Not
knowing what sort of a salary I'd be earning, I had a narrow range of choices as far
as price went, and in that range, a dismal lot of apartments to choose from. After
tramping the streets of the North Side for a week, I found I couldn’t do any better than
in the building Midge resides at. A small Convertible Studio, 'tis true, but more space
and more convenience, in the area of the city I really like, for less money than any
where else I checked. The required deposits on rent and electricity and phone wiped
out my cash cache plus a $200 loan from my Mom, but I had a permanent address, a year's
lease, a lead to a job, plus the promise of temporary work to tide me over. I looked
forward, nervously, to being called on my first assignment (it had been 13 years since
I'd handled an office job—Wilmot Mountain doesn't count).

And looked, and looked and looked. No calls from Manpower. No sign of the results of
my Civil Service test in the mails. No sign of money coming in from anywhere. Then
one of those odd coincidences occured that really make one wonder. I had gotten a let
ter from someone who had read a copy of Dilemma 10. It had been mailed, to Beecher, and
Paula had delivered it to me at Minicon. I’d ignored it for awhile, but .finally replied
to what seemed to be a "What's this thing called Fandom" letter. Thereby I found a sort
of Salvation. The man who had written owned a Real Estate Agency, and needed part-time
help. I leapt at the chance. The paychecks weren't big, but they saved my hide. Also,
Sid Altus had commissioned me to do some artwork, to be delivered in June. I took a
chance and finished it sooner and shipped it off. That check helped pay the rent. By
the end of the first week in May, a month after coming to the city, I could breathe. It
was a bit cramped, but I thought I could make it. Manpower finally came through, and
jobs trickled, in, one and two-day assignments,aand then one that lasted over two weeks.
I started feeling cocky, over-confident. This was going to be a cakewalk. As soon as
I heard from the Civil Service, ..the world was going to be my oyster...
And in the meantime, what of Wally? As of ConFusion, our divorce still hadn't been in
court, and he and Paula were getting Anxious. They decided to move Paula's things in to
Beecher; the strain of traveling back and forth to Cincinnati was getting to Wally and
the phone bills for both were simply enormous. Coincidentally, the day: chosen for the
move was Wally's birthday. Unknown to him, our daughter, Sandy, was planning a. Surprise
Party for him the next day, which would be the last day of Derek's post-ConFusion visit.
Putting our heads together (Paula was in on it too) I asked Wally to join with us for
a Night Out, on February 5th, to get him out of the house so the party-attendees could
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arrive and get things set. Naturally, the Weather intervened, and Wally, plus a herd of
fen who'd pitched in for the caravan, was stuck in Cincinnati by a—you guessed it—
snowstorm. Nothing as bad as January's though, and they were only a day late in return
ing. Of course Wally didn't know that the people who drove along were also there for
a party, and when I called to check out what time he'd pick up Derek and I at Martha's
for dinner, he tried to beg off because of weariness. I asked for Paul a. - —What are we
gonna do?- I asked. -He wants to sleepl^. And the people will be arriving in less than
two hours!h iiNever fear,k said the crafty Gold Dust Twin, -we'll be there if I have to
drag him!Sure enough, an hour and a half later, Wally and Paula popped into Martha's—both look
ing a bit bedraggled around the edges. We tcok off for the Red Lobster (waited an hour
for a table...) and had a scrumptious low-cost (considering...) meal. I suggested that
we go to Beecher, on the pretext of picking some things up for Derek to take back to
Toronto.
•

The surprise worked. The house was full of fen and friends (a synonymous term if ever
one existed!), and a Ghood Tyme was had by all, as they say. Sandy's Very First party
was a success, and.Paula's debut in Beecher was properly fannish and hectic.
I didn't see much of them during the remainder of February or during March. Wal1 y had
to go in for a cyst-removal operation which had us all worried for awhile, but other
wise matters went smoothly and we kept in touch by phone. He picked me up in March for
a visit to Martha's before Marcon, and we all drove to Columbus together. I received
the long-awaited phone call, telling me the divorce had been granted, in Toronto on the
22nd of March, and also received an invitation to attend their wedding on the 26th. I
had to regretfully decline...

After my return to Chicago, after Minicon, Wally, Paula and the kids would come up about
once a week, ferrying car loads of my stuff still left in the house at Beecher. Once I
moved into my apartment, the trips became a bit more frequent. I was seeing more of him
and the kids than I had since the day I'd left last year. Then...
Paula and Lynn Parks had been planning on holding a relaxacon in a motel near Beecher.
Negotiations had broken down between them and the management, and another hotel—more
convenient and a nicer site all around, I thought—was selected and the contracts signed.
Wally phoned to say he'd drop by another load of books and stuff on his way to pick up
Lynn so she could have a brainstorming session with Paula. When he came, he brought our
daughter. Almost as an afterthought, as he was heading toward the door, he asked if
Sandy could stay awhile. We looked at each other, faces beaming, and said "Sure!". I
hadn't really had a chance to visit with Sandy except by phone or with the rest of the
family around, and we thought it was nice of Wally to let her stay while he went through
another bout of to-and-fro driving between Beecher and Chicago. That was at 11:30 in
the morning. By 5:00 at night, I was getting edgy. Midge and I were going to see a fi Im
that evening, and the show started at 7:30. Surely Wally would arrive any minute to
bling Sandy back home. Sandy looked at the clock. I looked at the clock. Midge camp
down at 6:30 and she watched the clock. I. started unpacking the last and largest of the
boxes brought that day—the bulk of my hardbound SF books...and my heart sank.
For an Odor emanateo. from that box; an odor that strikes fear into the heart of anyone
who loves and keeps books—MILDEW!!! Hurriedly (the adrenelin was really flowing now)
I dumped the books onto the floor. Fully a third, damn close to half—over a hundred
dollars worth of books, even counting the numerous SFBC editions—-were total].y ruined.
They had obviously been sitting in water, and had been left wet for quite some time.
My" cool blew. I phoned Beecher, told Wally in no uncertain terms to get up there and
pick Sandy up, and check out just what he had allowed to happen to my books. By the
time he arrived, I was really in a rage. He'd.said over the phone that he had assumed
Sandy would spend the night. Assumed! I had. no bed, one blanket, no personal gear for
Sandy that she'd need. He'd said nothing of an all-night stay to either of us (she was
as surprised by it as I) and there was nowhere for her to stay in any case. When he
came in, with Brian in tow, I let put all the pent-up anger that had been stewing for
ages. It would be best for both of us, I finished, the less we saw of each other.
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What L had meant hy that remark, and what he interpreted it as, were obviously two dif
ferent things. When he reached Beecher, he told the rest of the family that I said I
never wanted to see him again...which was close to, but far more drastic than, what I
intended. In any case, he has done his best to insure that I don’t see him, and as lit
tle of the children, as is humanly possible.

The first hint came when Sandy came to spend a weekend (after I finally got a bed, so
there was somewhere to put another person!). Daddy wouldn't drive her, she said,"how
could she get up here? My Mom volunteered to shepherd her back and forth, so that pro
blem was solved. Then came the Nocrescon Memorial House-to-House Darty over Memorial
Day weekend (what better to Memorialize than a defunct con?). Friday night, my birthday,
the party was held at Martha's. No Wally, no Paula. Odd, but not that unusual when a ’
full weekend of partying was planned. Saturday night was at Lynn Parks'. Mike Harper
was staying over and the two of us went to help her clean up the apartment—Yale Edeiken
and Dana Seigal had moved to their own place that week, and to put it mildly, the place
was a wreck. When we arrived, though, it was virtually in order. Sarah Shaw, Wally and
Paula had pitched in earlier in the day. I came in: Wally peeled off into the living
room and curled up and went to sleep, while Lynn, Mike, Sarah and I chatted in a back
room and Paula switched from room to room. During the party that night (if it could be
called a party with six people on one side of a room and three others on the other side)
was, personally, the most dismal I've ever attended. Lynn, Paula, and Bowers were the '
only ones of the six to say a word to me, and then it wasn't much. They typed on a oneshot instead. This time it was I who went to sleep...
Sunday we drove up to the Stopa's, in a not really sparkling mood. However, Jon and
Joni soon dispelled any gloom, and we settled down to enjoy the evening and next day...
though without any of the six who had cloned together at Lynn's. Even our friends had
split, it seemed, and that didn't help matters at all.

As the situation stands, my things are still out at Beecher, and I have no means to get
them from there, though I'm welcome to do so any time Wally is not there. I can see the
kids, or have them visit me here, any time I wish—only I, again, have no means to do so.
My Mom has pitched in to furnish transportation. Ann Cass tossed herself and her car
into the Cause last week, to pick up Brian, who was upset as all get-out when he'd talk
ed of having his turn to visit here and Wally had said, coldly, -I hope you've found
your own transportation..and whatever boxes we could cram into what was left of the
space in her VW. With a little help from my friends... .
I kiow not what will result from this temper tantrum (on both our parts), but in a way,
it was bound to occur. Marriages don't dissolve because of nothing, and despite all the
good intentions in the world, the bitterness that lies beneath a split has to surface
somewhere. It's an awkward situation for our mutual friends, but it's also an overdue,
natural thing to expect. The only thing I regret is the pain it's causing the kids, and
the discomfort it causes Paula and the rest of our friends. Whether it'll all blow over
eventually, I cannot say, but the wall of my resentment is being built higher with every
passing day, and I would imagine the same is happening to Wally. (He always was a hard
headed German...) I look back at all the nice things he'sdone and thank him warmly for
them, and I look at what's going on now and say "Fuck off, Franke.
Who needs you?" For
me, them's fighting words, but that's the way I feel...

Not a very pleasant way to end one's opening to a new fanzine, eh? I wish it could be
lighter and more up-beat to but that's not the way things are going now. To romp to a
close, in the few lines I have left; let me add that my Civil Service grade finally ramp
in—GS-3—-but I flunked the typing test. Passed it at the employment agency, passed it
during my interview at the EPA, passed it everywhere but there. (And am busy building a
massive psychic block about, ever passing it!) The assignments from Manpower dribble in
and I'm keeping my head, above water—barely—while I wait to hear about any openings for
mere clerks instead of clerk typists in the Federal Buildings. I worry a lot...but you
know what? I feel better than I have for years. I can walk for miles and not get tired.
I sleep well at night. I eat three squares a day, and have more things to do than I have
time to do them in. I haven't been bored since I moved back. I know I have friends,
and how wonderful a thing that is. For that feeling alone, it's all been worth it...
6

(RFID I Know IUHO UJEHT WITH ITlt)
I needed a nest.
Slugging thnough the opening snows of the Gneat B£izzoAd tnylng to dellven. thn.ee
job* In dlffenent pants of downtown Tononto, then battling back to the bank to attend
to Sunday financial matters befone finally netunning to my apartment to pnepane egg
salad sandwiches for. a tnek to Ann Anbar. wasn't what one would have described as Gneat
Fan. Prion to my wearying jaunt downtown I’d been tn the studio since six. that manning
(having hit the sack only four. hours pnevlously], desperately working to meet agency
deadlines.
John, the ant dineeton, had looked at me tn amazement when he learnt how I was
proposing to travel oven, the rapidly forming frozen wastes. "In a VolkAvagen?" He
tanned from me and looked oat at the falling a now. "bye," he said. I left, not neatly
sure just what he was Implying with that final Aalutatlon.

As the coffee perked and the eggs bolted, I added a ^ew more knotA to a macrami
hanging (7 have a penchant for using every available a pane second creatively when the
urge Is 'pan me—and In my nenvouA state, ’twas 'pan me). The list o f materials and
roughs needed for the one week posi-Confuslon sojourn at Martha Beck’a Bed and Beanery
was drawn up, ready for checking off, and my suitcase woa packed. All was welt, though
hectic, with the world.
That AultcaAe, though, woa heavy. Having to canny my portfolio as well didn’t
help. It normally takes ten minutes to walk from my apartment to the studio. This
.
reckoning does not Include, however, the wind, the weight, and the a now. With the Ault
caAe pautting one aching arm white the portfolio acted like the mains’I of a threedecker in a Month. Atlantic stonm, the journey o’er the Slbenian snows on Yonge Street
took 20 painful minutes. At last I reached the Atudio. Up the stains I went, staggened through the doon, poured a quick coffee and realized that there woa just one thought
pounding through my head- I needed a nest.
But doubtteAAty Michael Twit Boy Scout Hanpen, the Madman of Bondhead, had sprung
to the saddle and Betsy and he were galloping, galloping to pick up weak me. It Woa
time to pack my portfolio) especially since the galloping fool had just come In the doon.

He stood like Glbnalten In the middle of a naglng sea as 1 tone frantically around
the disaster area that was Suite 201 -A gathering up my needs and those requested by
Jackie. Leaving him to figure out how to fit Into the VW my case, the portfolio, all
our sandwiches and still keep the travelling sketchbook free, I tone off to the local
Post Office to mall oat two Jabbenwltch posters. Running back, as we wene behind sche
dule, I fell Into Betsy Bug and we slithered away down the frozen streets to pick up
Glicksohn. My arms wene aching, my eyes wene on fine, and, oh yes, I can't stand Cana
dian winters.

Glicksohn reminded me of a fine upstanding Southron Gentleman, albeit somewhat
down on Iris luck, as he gneeted us on the ponch of 141—a mantinl playing the pant of
a mint julep In this sad, bednaggled venslon of the Confederacy.
"Ane we going then?1' he asked. "I thought.. .you know...the weathen..His weak
attempt to maintain an alcoholic haze oven the weekend In Tononto nathen than establish
a new one in Ann Anbon was gneeted with the decision that only true Englishmen could
have mustened on that situation. And as we mustened It, I nealized that not only had
Glicksohn tunned 30, but tnalton as well.
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Thene we
weA.e, -two upnight Englishmen,
the. Hanpen and I,
willing to fange
oun way thnoagh
' S''
the snows to
bning joy and
enlightenment to
the neb el colo
nials o ft the
southenn pnovinees, and Glicksohn was quenying
whethen. we z> ho aid
go on not!! The
BUT W
fall impact ofa
the act he had
committed sevenal
cutback tc
yeans be fane was
beginning to make
t
itself fait, dnaining the A pint
fam the man no maiten how hand
he has tnied to neplace it.
He'd become a Canadian
citizen. Vo you, dean neadens,
we WlMTA
know how boning the avenage
Canadian can be? Canadians one
so neutnal that a gnoup o^ Eng
lish ant s indents, youri humble
scnibe included, once voted
Canada as the wonld's longest
vens ion ofa Switzerland. One
would have thought that having
stanted oat English, Glicksohn
would have the awaneness and fantitude to keep this quality
when he adopted the Maple Lea fa But no, typical o& the
nest o^ the eoantny, he choA e to easy way out-stop being
intenesiing and Atoni being boning. No efaont nequined,
no Atnaining o^ muscles menial on othenwise. The besotted wneck befane as was a inaiion
to the cause.
Befane two o£ the Bulldog bneed, ihein faces mone Chunchillian by the second, this
weak-kneed son ojj the Empine, this dog-eaned "Vominionite" climbed, whimpening, with his
even-pnesent leathen bag, into the Chinese-hued Volksvagen, inying to pad fa oun nofyle
angen with libations o£ alcohol. Luckilly it was Bniiish. Newcastle Bnown. So we ac
cepted. God, Glicksohn, what hath Tnudeau done to thee?
Ofa and away we noaned, into the dni^iing snows, impenvious to neponts o^ incneasing winds, falling tempenaiunes and blocked noads. As the 401 sped past the windows we
wondened at the vanieiy o^ cans that lay abandoned, fangoiien and fanlonn, in the dni^ts
along the way. Thene wene so many I quite fangot to dnaw. On the Volksvagen went, into
the whiteouts at 60 mph.
Until Kiiehenen. Thene the neal adveniunes began. All befane had been mene pnelude; the dnifas a smalt indication, the abandoned cans Mannings o^ the doom be fane us.
Ai Kiiehenen thene loomed the Shandik-like fagune o^ an ofaicen o^ the Ontario Pnovincial Police. Behind him, slewed acnoss the highway, was his inusty patnol can. He
waved us ofa 401 into the subunban mess o^ smalltown Southenn Onianio--a God-fansaken
anea, and once you've been in it you know why he fansook it.
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"We'll never make. Zt,” groaned the Canadian.
'’Hand me the map,” said the English chaufaeur.
"Highway 2,” said the English artist.
"You're both mad,” said the Canadian, whimpering. The Volkvagen roared south to
Brant fard, bear.ehi.ng far Highway 2,
a small winding road that parallels 401 and once
served that road’b purpose. Mow, tree-lined, plcttuaesque and a blow route, It lays
quietly fargotten except by mad Englishmen. Brighter Canadian boult> [and Pete Birddog
Edick lb bach] tried Highway 1, north ofi 401. birddog fanalty faew to Ann Arbor. Coward.

"That's fanny. Where lb It?" asked Harper. "It should be here somewhere! The
yellow bug bumped Into a parking lot and we scanned the map far the missing Highway 2.
"Mia!" bald I. "Look, look.
’’Aha!” bald Harper.

Evil tittle road catted 403 leads to Highway 2!"

’’We could stay In a motet,” bald Someone Else befare his words were drowned out
by the throaty roar o^ an angry VW.

.
Highway 2. "Eanglo" Harper roared onto It like a thing demented, yelling how clear
It was and yes, he'd tike another egg salad sandwich. The Canadian opened hlb tin o^
tuna fash [he's glve.n up the creative parts ofi tuna fash batad making—It's jiist fash .
sx.rax.ght faom the tin now) and the smell reminded me oft early morning down on the quayblde at Mevaglbbey... We began to dodge snow drifts. Where the trees lined the roadb
the drifts did not. Where, there were no trees the drifts and abandoned carb did. White
outs ad nauseam, ad Infanltum, but the going was good; bo good that at one point the
driver bald we'd be In by midnight, the artist by one, and Beaver Boy was ontina far
two o'clock.
Vusk began to fall and the whiteouts became a more serious proposition. The wind
was really up and the radio was .telling us that the towns we were driving toward were
blocked ofa ["Oh? Then how come we're driving to 'em? Chortle chortle chortle); that
we should saty at home; that with the wind chill factor It was 40 or 50 below. Tn the
warmth ofi the Bug we chortled some more.
The drifts had us going In crazy curves around then] where they dotted the road and,
once In awhile, emerging faom the whiteouts, Harper would bounce over small snow banks;
We’d pray, but still maintaining 60 mph, the faol continued to rush on.
Shardlk had a brother. He worked far the Woodstock police and In the wind, snow
and dark o^ six. o'clock, he directed us past hlb road block and told us to hole up far
the night. Going through Woodstock we noted how the Snow seemed to be worse In the town
than It was outside It. Then we wondered 1$ there were a police block on the~ther side
o£ town.
"Are you game, you two?"

Hell, there was no place else to go.

"Sure,” we replied.

Harper’s faot stuck to the favor, keeping the Bug at 60, and we roared on through.
Mo police. Two miles out o^ town, we heard ethereal voices In farm us that the road faom
Woodstock to London, our next port o& call, was blocked and Impassable. We think they
told such a blatant lie because all the liquor stores In London were closed and they
didn't want people risking their necks just to check It out. Glicksohn wanted to check
It out though, so we drove to London. They were right--the liquor stores were closed—
so resigned to whatever fate and Lady Luck had set far us, we thought It might be nice
to check out the liquor situation In Chatham.
IZ
now close on to nine. The wind really had Its dander up, roads apparently
were blocked allyver the and the radio kept telling us to stay at home because it was
at least 50 below. Chortle chortle--gulp, as we rode out another whiteout--chortle chor
tle--gulp--chortle. We ran through a whiteout and faund an abandoned car right In our
path. Harper slewed around It, missed a snow drifa, we cheered as he bounced ofa anoth
er, found a pickup just sitting in the middle of the road, avoided that, bounced ofa
another snowdrift and ended up In yet another. SHIT.

Boy Scout tried reverse.
just sat.

He tried fanward.

Betsy Bug, cute, round and yellow,
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' "Oh wdt, we'tt just get out and give heA a push," we said. The seduded waAmth
ofi that tittte GeArnan pusheoAt had addted oua baains and numbed oua wits afaeA dose on
to seven houAS. We soon woke up in the faesh aia; but did it have to be so fresh?/ We
dug a bit, we jumped on the fandeu, we tAied putting it sideways. We said Aude woAds
about the beAk in the pickup who dAove up, gave some totatty us dess advice (staying in
his coa att the time) befaAe fanatty dAiving away. We ae-assembted in the coa and de
bated ouA next move. Once we'd thawed out, that is.
"TheAe's a coa coming," I said, peening thAough the ice cAystats that weAe coating
up a AeaA window.
"I'tt faag it down, said the Twit. Pate moves in mysteAious ways even at 60 bdow,
fa A the coa that I saw and Twit faagged down was a tow tAuck. God had not totatty faAsaken SoutheAn Ontanio--but the cotlection ptate that Sunday woutd be $10 tighteA.
Pottowing the AeaA tights o{ ouA acscuca, we tatted him into the thAitting and unfaagettabte metAopotiA ofa-eA,..urn..ah, yes. Chatham. I thtnk.
The totes t adventuaes had eomptetdy shatteAed us and we seaAched faA a gtimmeA o^
waAmth and civilization. The onty AestauAant in town decided to dose its dooaa as about
12 eustomeAS and at teast $6 in tips hammeAed vainty at the doo A. A passing patAot coa
indicated the wheaeabouts o^ the toed Hotiday Inn and faathen added the infaAmation
that att Aoads out o^ Chatham weAe dosed. We totd him we'd come faom Toaonto; he
didn’t seem to heaA.
Vespite his adoption ofi a btoody uAetesA citizenship, Gtieksohn does have some aedeeming quatities; one 6ft which em eAged as qua heavitty muftftted tAio smashed its way into
the hushed sitence oft the Hotiday Inn tobby.

"CafteteAia. Soup. A dnink. Come, I tead." So the two Englishmen ftottowed Hiawa
tha the Gtieksohn into Aegions that onty a convention-tAained nose coutd have sniftfted out
in a hotet so Aapidty.
"Wett. Vo we go on?"
"SuAe. Why not?"
\{jteA soup and whiskey (them
injuns suAe tove that faiaeswateA,
paAdneAS...), we tAied to go
on. Navigating badty, I
ted Twit down the WAong
Aoad wheAe we fiound
one tow tAuck about
to putt out anotheA.
Regaining Highway
2, we ^ound tAue
chaos--IS whedcas and Kenosha
Cadittacs weAe
siAewn att oveA
the ptace. RetAadng oua
tiAe taacks, we
discoveAed the
Aoad to 401.
We atso discov
eAed that it too was jammed
with snow and caAS that had
those fanny faashing tights
btinking faAe and afa.

Redeeming chaAaeteAistic $1 came to tight as
Gtieksohn statked back into
the Hotiday Inn, Stitt hush
ed and quiet.

"We want a noom."
"Sonny Ain, but... ”
"Company poZicy cZeanZy AtateA that aZtenn^
ative accomodation wiZZ be found fon cuAtomeAA if
none iA avaiZabZe at HoZiday Inn."
"Ex—yeA, Ain..."
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"We wiZZ be in the ban. Come. I Zead."
e>
FoZZow the bZoody injun again.
0
o
In the ban GZickAohn tnied to buy a
o
bottZe of Acotch, onZy to diA coven that the
0°
pnice woa wonked out by muZtipZying the numben of AhotA it wouZd yieZd by the pnice
pen Ahot. He waAn't about to pay $68 fon
a bottZe of aemi-decent Scotch!
We ended up in a moteZ about a miZe
down the noad, nun by a coupZe whoAe
joint expenienceA, caneenA and genenoAity made one'a avenage companionA
Zook duZZ--and not even by companiAon. Own hoAteAA pawned ua huge
coffeeA whZZe own hoAt pnepaned
oun noom. Once in it, we dnove
the poon guy nutA oa we activa
ted the moteZ'a Awitchboand and
Aaid "HeZZo, Amenica. How one
yuh?" to pZaceA Zike Gany,
Iowa City and WiZmot. GZickAohn bemoaned the tack of
finewaten oa we watched the
taiZ end of a fongettabZe
tote night movie and then
bedded down fon the night.
Pawning bnight and
cZean, the next day wot,
aZmoAt an anti-cZimax. We found oat by 11 o'clock that, aZthough Highway 1 woa AtiZZ
bZocked by the ghaAtZy automotive meAA that had beAtnewn itA Zength the night befone,
the 401 woa open—at youn own niAk. We niAked it.
Fnom Chatham to WindAon the 401 waA a maAA of abandoned coxa, dniftA, a few whlteoutA and AtningA of deAented tnuckA--at one point thnee had jack-knifed, one behind the
othen. But on the mad Twit dnove, at 60 to 70 mph, diAXeganding aZZ in hiA fnantic
fanac.
Oven the bonden. We had been toZd taZeA that had the U.S. oa thickZy co vexed with
Anow, wind and Ma Uatane’A InAtant Fneeze-Up oa Canada. It Aune didn'1 Ahow. 1-94 out
of Petnoit woa aZmoAt oa Amooth oa a baby'a bum, and the nun into Ann Anbon woa, apant
fnom a cuniouA bottZe of num that kept fZoating anound the Bug, totaZZy uneventfuZ. We
AhouZd have known, I AuppoAe, that Auch a nun wouZd be an omen of the con to come. That
woa oZao uneventfuZ.
Pon't miAundenAtand me--it woa a pZeaAant con and, oa Aome of the iZZuAtnationA
Ahow, it had itA momentA. But Aomehow the AtnuggZe, the fight to get thene, woa the
biggeAt thniZZ fon Mike + Mike and myAeZf. If nothing oZac, by the time 1 annived, I
neaZZy needed that neAt...

---Penek Canten
1911—

Apas are not, of course, the proper medium in which to insert an article. Back in April
of 1976 I did an arkle for THE BEST LINES ARE OFF THE WALL, which was one of a series of
Burbee one-shots. The arkle was entitled GRAFFITO AND ME, and it didn’t inspire any
comment from the residents of the elephant's graveyard. As everyone who has been there
knows, the egoboo in FAPA is not sufficient to sustain life.

Of course,
(my column
a tendency
tending to
say either

unless I'm writing a pseudo-redneck column for Mike Glyer's SCIENTIFRICTION
there is entitled BEYOND THE SHIFT KEY), most of what I write does not have
to provoke comment other that "I liked it" or "it sucks". When one is pre
be a fanhumorist, that has to be expected. However, when no one writes to
of those things, the writer feels cheated.

As Jackie is pushing a deadline, I'll use that as an excuse to resurrect that old FAPA
material, change it a mite, and present it here. Those one or two people on her mailing
list who read it before can skip it this time, but for the great and select majority
of you it will be new material.
This material concerns graffiti. The subject interests me, although only once have I
been overwhelmed with the urge to scribble something on a wall (I was working as a car
penter's helper, and wrote "cut window here).

I imagine many of you have had the occasion to be amused by a rather choice piece of
graffiti. And most everybody has graffiti stories. I love them. Write in and tell
us yours.

Myself, I think the subject is fraught with much social concern. Timely. Significant.
Of environmental importance and wholly germane to the safety and well-being of our
country.

Many moons ago I was terribly inpressed with one of the walls in the men's room of a
local pub. Not what was on it, but rather the wall itself. It was covered with a spe
cially prepared paint, and everyone was invited to scribble on it for as long as they
could hold their breath in there. Once a week or so a hired hand would go in and hose
it down. The graffiti would melt away.
Science and technology march onwards.

However, a little later I wandered into a bar a little further down the street. They
too had a special wall in the men's room. But to hell with science and technology.
What they had done in there was pure genius. To hell with the expense of specially pre
pared paint, the cost of putting it on, and the cost and time involved in hosing it down.
They had a blackboard in there.
The mind of Man marches onwards.

Dean Grennell once told me of a Navy head where they had taped up a huge sheet of paper
to one wall. After it became suitably filled-in with the wit and wisdom of our men-atsea, they would take it down and put up another. This all sounds quite reasonable. Al
most as good as a blackboard, but perhaps a shade more expensive and time-consuming. It
was more time-consuming mainly because, Dean said, they would fold up the completed
sheets and then file them away.

Our armed forces march onwards.

One time I was out drinking with a couple of friends in a very comfortable but noisy bar
m Pasadena, and I- felt the urge to go to the men's room and take myself in hand. I did
so and while I was standing there at the urinal trying to rip apart a soggy cigarette'
>utt I happened to.glance at the graffiti. Much of it dealt with such universal secrets
as:
Sue Bodkins is a cock teaser," "Sherri Norton sucks dick, SY9-3512," and "Stella
Chandler raped the Washington Monument on a dead run." All wonderful stuff.
But it gave me a rather perverse idea.
Upon returning to the table I commented on the volume of graffiti which I had just been
exposed.to, and that kicked off a discussion on graffiti in general. Just as I had sus
pected, it would.. Both of the other gentlemen had two or three hundred graffiti stories
in.their repertoire,.which they proceeded to dump out on the table. I listened con
tributed once in awhile, and then executed my perverse idea.

Say, I said, "that wall in there is probably more valuable than Hugh Hefner’s black
book. You.could blow your entire paycheck in dimes by phoning all the numbers that are
scribbled in there. Even if one were rather fussy, there are still half a hundred amus
ing advertisements worth checking out."

Both fellows nodded.
I turned to the single man, but I kept my peripheral vision on the married one.
even one in there about a gal who likes to take on three fellows at a time."

"There's

"Maybe she's after triplets," quipped the married fellow.

'Well, I've got a dime," said the single guy.

"Just for a laugh, what's the number?"

I told him. Then, out of the corner of my eye, I watched the other guy turn blue.
"You bastard, that’s my number!"

"I’m sorry, Curt," I told him.

"You made that up, you bastard."
"Well, somebody did, apparently."
"You bastard."

"Perhaps I got the message wrong."
"You bastard."

.

The single guy finished his Brave Bull and tossed the dime up in the air.
we going to call or not?" he asked.

"Well, are

We are still on the subject of graffiti, but let us move backwards now to when I was a
teenager, and even before,. I was always fascinated by the graffiti in my father's shit
house. My father had his own shithouse, you see. A two-holer. This was in the summer
time, in the Adirondack Park of upstate Nyok, where my dad used to have a boat conces
sion at a state campsite. He had a tent platform, and an outhouse in back of it. That
outhouse was older than he was, and he was born in 1911. There was more than fifty years
of graffiti in that shithouse. The wisdom of the ages was in there, pencilled by pimply
teenagers over the- course of half a century.
It was like trying to read the bible.

You couldn't do it at one sitting.

After some fifty plus years, available writing space was becoming quite scarce. There
was even graffiti on the seats, and countless legs had stood on those seats to even
scribble words on the ceiling.
That shithouse was almost a national monument to graffiti. People even signed their
names and dated their material, and as I recall the earliest date to be found was some
where around 1900. I forget who signed it, but the graffiti itself was: "Curse the
cold dark night I In this little hut I I can't see to shite I While I freeze my butt."
Most of the inscriptions were high-class graffitit, at least in comparison to "Sue Bod
kins is a cock teaset." Who knows how many people found comfort in these words of wit
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and wisdom as they stood there trying to hold their own while the world became more com
plex and ever more confusing. I certainly don't.

Probably they have torn down that shithouse by now. Almost certainly they have. A few
years ago I was momentarily moved by nostalgia to think about inquiring about that. ■
Perhaps it still stood there, and I could purchase it. I could carefully dismantle it,
coat the inside surfaces with valspar, and panel my living room with it. Think of what
a conversation piece that would be. "Dave, what are these two oval holes in your panel
ling?" "Why do you have a roll of toilet paper hanging from the wall in your living
room?" "Why - does it say on your wall that Morris McCormick ate here?" The potential.,
is mind-boggling.
As I say, I thought about it. But the next morning I sobered up and decided that my
apartment manager would be easier to get along with if I decided not to pursue the idea.
But nostalgia marches onwards. Memories of the sayings on those shithouse walls, ceil
ing, floor and seats have provided me with much inspiration for the material which I
write. In some cases I have even tried to improve upon the original source material.
Graffiti is wonderful stuff. If more people tookto writing on shithouse walls it would
keep them off the streets, out of wars, and away from the various immoralities which
tempt us in our everyday lives (l saw a comedy show on television the other night which
was prefaced by the notation that the program dealt with a mature theme and that parentai discretion was advised. Presumably they were afraid that someone underage might
see it and laugh.)
Excuse me while I go and mimeograph this article on my wallpaper.

—Dave Locke

■
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AN EXPLANATORY NOTE. .. .
Some. obteAvanZ
may wondeA aZ Zhe nunibeA
ofi ZAaZnt ZhaZ appeaA Zn
VeAek't daawZngt. WeZL..
RonaZd SaZoman, Zn hZt LoC,
pAaZted ZAoZZey coat and
damned ZocomoZZvet by tayZng
-TaoZZey eaat have toaZ;
ZaaZnt, do noZ.- ThZt dZd noZ
PZeate Veaek., who ^ancZet
aZZ fio/uni oft Zaant>poAZ--caAt
ZAucki, boaZt, baZZoont,
ZAoZZZet, aZApZa.net>, tpaeeeAafct, bZeyeZet,.. .and
Zhote "HeaAZZet>t>" ZaoZm.
He dZd Zhete theZehet at
hZt eoanZeApoZnZ Zo
tach bZatphemoat
eommenZt__

**!l’When asked by Ross Pavlac (if I have the story right) to -say something- at Marcon,
Bill Bowers agreed with the cautionary condition that his talk would be but a warm-up
for his GoH speech at Iguanacon (1978-r-Bill feels he's going to need a lot of practice!)
and that it might not be particularly appealing to those who don't know him. Since I'm
one of those who do know Decrepit Ole Bill, I can't attest to the truthfullness of that
statement, but I—and quite a number of others present—enjoyed it. With the co-opera
tion of Leah Zeldes (Bowers is so easy to
convince), RESOLUTION is proud to
present,- in its debuting issue, another debut of sorts....

I used to say that, if God had meant for me to make speeches—he wouldn’t have
invented fanzines. Or, as I said at Mldwestcon two years ago, on my way up to get my
second FAAn Award (I did NOT "head" the Committee; my name just came first alphabetical|y!)—when pressured by Tucker to "SAY SOMETHING!": "I don’t make speeches... I just
print them." However, since my fanzine production seems to have fallen off—just
slightly—over the past year, I suspect I’m going to have to come up with a different
line.
Would you believe...?
It’s not easy; believe me. Still. I can no longer plead total lack of experience
at these things. After all, my Very First Speech—some people say it was good; I wish
I 'd been there—at Confusion 12, last January, not only caused Mike Glicksohn and my
brother, Wally Franke, to almost come to blows—It also caused a fan who is big on the
West Coast to revive a dormant fanzine, just to publish my speech. Or so he said. Hi,
Mike Glyer!
< J - j “'t.’-»'••• .
And, at Marcon last year, among other duties, I Introduced the Fan GoH, Randy
Bathurst. And that seemed to go well enough...at least well enough so that the text
later appeared In a fanzine...a fanzine that, were I to attempt to explain what has hap
pened to the editor since, well, it would pose quite a DILEMMA.
I was getting used to having my public utterances see print. I should have known
better. The fact that, other than a maudlin display of sentimentality at AUTOCLAVE, I
made no "speeches" (there’s quotes there, folks) between MARCON 11 and CONFUSION 14 this
January may well have something to do with it... In fact, it was this Confusion that
convinced me that I’d best go back to literally wrIting/reading my speeches; I just don’t
cut it by trying to wing it, I fear. Which is why, with this due to go on at 7 Friday
night, I started writing it as 7:03...last night. I didn’t want to put It off to the
last minute, but some small things interfered.
I had offers of help. Ro Lutz-Nagev offered to ghost-write my speech—but I talk
enough like an "Automation" as It is. As a matter of fact, last weekend, Marla Gold dj_d
write a speech for me. Here it is:

But, like the author, I’m afraid it comes up a bit short;..

And I talked to Lynn Parks Wednesday—she said she'd write me a speech, and mail
it to me Special Delivery—if I agreed to read it word for word. Never one to be intim
idated/ I rashly agreed. She also said she'd charge me $10.00 a word...but I guess
that's understandable. Just because I made her, and can break her...there was really no
call for me to sell her to Sid Altus. I guess Udo owe her something. [If Parks Speech
arrives...Insert here.
It did__ ; it did notu^j
But all of that is simply time killing... Ross said I had an hour, but someone is
going to have to keep me informed of the time, since my watch seems to have been Lynnjacked again... Someday I will learn, Jackie...
As to the why of why I’m doing this, that's yet another story. Basically, and I’m
not questioning it—just accepting It, it seems that I'm something at IGUANACON, the
Worldcon next year in Phoenix. Tradition dictates that one of the prices for my "free"
convention will be that I'll have to make a speech in front of a whole bunch of people
who will be there primarily to see some short fella...what’s his name now?
Which brings us to Leah Ze I des...
Apparently unimpressed by my sterling speech-making track record to date... and
in her role as Official Bill Bowers Liason—well, it seemed like a good idea: this way
we could write off phone calls and trips between Oak Park, Michigan and the Wasteland
against Iguanacon coffers; but so far, Greg Brown refuses to honor the invoices...what
can you expect from a school teacher? Anyway, Leah came up with this cold, cruel & cun
ning (or am I thinking of someone else?) idea: why not, she said, a series of "practice"
speeches at reglonals leading up to Iguanacon? She would write to the appropriate con
chairmen, if I would follow through... Well, knowing Leah’s promptness in writing let
ters, I foolishly agreed...naively figuring that I'd have to make my first speech at
Chambanacon 87-think about it—at the earliest. How was I to know that she would corner
Ross at ConFusion and threaten to heap various Mishaps on his body if he didn't agree...
that after she’d intimidated Lou Tabakow in his own home on New Year's Eve...?
Anyway, here I am. Where else I'll be between now and Labor Day 1978...only God
and Leah know... (What I’m waiting for is for her to write a letter to the Autoclave
chairman...)
That’s the introduction. The speech may well be shorter...
***********
I carry this Bl I I-proportioned piece of paper in my billfold. Last night I wrote
on it, In red, "MARCON 12". Next to that notation is a number. 50.
Given that one fan’s con Is another fan's party, or vice-versa...this is my 50th
sky-fi convention.
That may be a little bit off In that I didn’t keep that good a record
the first couple of years...back when the world and I were young (Copyright, Bill Bowers,
any year)—but it’s close enough to use as an excuse for a theme...
According to my little list, I’ve been to 8 Worldcons, 8 Midwestcons, 5 Maroons,
4 PgHlanges...and a pear tree. I've been going to cons for 15 years, and I note some
interesting patterns: 3 of those years 1 made only one con, 3 years I didn't make any
at all—and 3 was the most I made in any one of the first 11 years.
But in 1974, something strange started happening: I made It to 4 conventions.
The following year, I was at 9. Last year I seem to have been at 16—plus innumerable
parties and weekend non-con trips. (That by the way, is in no way a "record"; I believe
Rusty Heve I in made it to something like 22 in one year—but then we a I I know about
Rusty...) The odds are that I won't make nearly that many this year; but the odds also
are that I'll be at as many as I possibly can...
Conventions, he said profoundly, are different things to different people. Some
go strictly for the programmed panels and speeches and to meet the pros. Pthers go
strictly to party and see friends. There are variations, of course, but the extremes are
real. I’m more and more becoming the friends/party stereotype—this may well be the only
"official" program item I attend this weekend...who knows? I think when I knew I was
totally "lost" was one weekend in 1975 when, while leaving a con in Pittsburgh, I said
to some friends from the East Coast—"See you next weekend in Chicago!" And It seemed
not the slightest bit out of the ordinary to say It!
What I’d Intended to do here was a sort of nostalgic overview of the conventions
I'd been to since my first In Chicago, 1962—until my 50th In Columbus, Ohio, of all
places, 1977. You know, things like: staying up three solid days at my first Worldcon;
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participating In the formation of "Belly Button Fandom" with the Lupoffs and Arthur Thom
pson on the infamous balcony of the Hotel Leamington, in Oakland, CA, 1964—and 11 years
later, at a Westercon in the same hotel, I found myself, from Ohio, and the incredible
Jon Singer, from New York, functioning as the con committee for about two hours one night,
at least as far as locals calling in wanting to purchase "tickets" were concerned;
things like ALPHA & OMEGA, the most obscure convention ever; I was co-chairman (hid that
one pretty well, haven’t I?); or I could tell you about the banquet at PgHlange 2, where
there was literally more food on the utensils when you sat down than there was on the
plates after the "food" was served; then there were the Midwestcons of the 60s at the
Old North Plaza, where the air-conditioning didn't...but where 80 attendees made it a
biggee; or I could tell you about Marcon 9—perhaps the most fun weekend of my life,
starting with being asked for a divorce the weekend before, having Joan get hit by a hit&-run driver just before leaving to pick Glicksohn up at the airport, finally getting
there, returning and not getting Mike to the airport in time, getting home, literally
breaking down—then a phone call from Harlan (an experience you do NOT want) followed
the next evening by a call from Jerry PournelIe—not a bad imitation either; or I could
■
tell you about Marcon 10, where I was Lin Lutz for an evening, but... or I can tell you
about Marcon 11, last year, but...
Like I said, I was going to do that, but it would take much too long (maybe even
ten or fifteen minutes). I know of only one way to react to things: that is on the
basis of how they affect me, personally. I can judge a convention on only one criteria,
one that has very little to do with location or programming: that is the basis on how
come thru it. You may judge differently; fine. It can happen that tho we may both be
In the same place the same weekend, we may well not have attended the same convention.
I don’t write con reports; Buck Coulson Intimidated me a long time ago. But,
and this is probably much more for my sake than years—I am selfish, if I am anything—
because in many ways it was the most pivotal year In my life thus far, I'm going to do a
(brief, I promise you!) overview of my conventions last year...
This then, is my Con Report on the 16 in 76...
************
CONFUSION 12 — Ann Arbor; January. It started for me after my speech Saturday
II femmefan with long, dark
hair, for another tall
femmefan with long,
dark hair, and have
11ved to rue the day.
This precipitated
several identity
crises that are still
rippling thuout the
Midwest: I sort of
wish Wally Franke had
made it to Leprecpn
last weekend; it
would have been in
terest! ng to see If
the Phoenix people
wouId have treated him
with the respect due
their 1978 Fan GoH!
Then there was the in
credible col laps!ng bed;
I mean with only 18 people
on, it fell down twice...
And, just because I was
first on...and therefore
last off, I was blamed:
foul, I cried, but to no avail.
BOSKONE — Boston, Febru
ary. A good convention but one

that was for me dominated by the pain and hurt and parting of friends; I won’t dwell on
it. But there was also the 16-hour van trip (each way) with Rusty, which is a good way
to make a friend—and when I first started taking "lessons" from Rusty...much to the
dismay of Lou Tabakow. (Have Lou explain that to you...)
MARCON 11 — Columbus, March. I will not make Tornado-con references; it’s too
early in the weekend to tempt fate. I don’t think I'll miss the Neil House...There was
my introduction of Randy...which followed my making a total fool of myself by publicly
proclaiming Mike Glicksohn as the Very First Official Bill Bowers Groupie—yes, you saw
it here first, folks. Of course even that ridiculous thing had its rewards—when a
semi-tall femmefan with long, dark hair came up and asked me for a Groupie Button...
There was also the rather awe-inspiring sight of seeing Gay Haldeman make andrew offutt
blush, by simply blowing him a kiss. It was also the infamous Jackie Franke/BlI I Bowers
trade-off convention: I agreed not to go to Expo If she came here.
I think I won.
WONDAYCON — Detroit, April. A fitting length con considering the stature of its
GoH...and being introduced to that fine old Michigan custom of snogging; something that
could well become habit-forming if it ever caught on here...
BALTICON 10 — April. Bidding farewell to a friend; otherwise I recall very little
of it—other than sitting one night and discussing with Bill Fesselmeyer the differences
between East Coast and Midwestern cons; I’m afraid the coast loses...
AUTOCLAVE 1 — Detroit, May.
An Incredible convention (with incredible highs and
lows for me, but that’s yet another trauma...) I do wish to go on record and state that
I did not put a piece of his birthday cake—strawberry shortcake—In Glicksohn’s beard;
Barb Nagey put it there. All I did was rub it in. Let's do It again in July—this year
it'll be a birthday con for others—what more can I say?
MIDWESTCON 27 — Cincinnati, June. Read all about it In OUTWORLDS...A I so known ap
Lou Tabakow's Biggest Mistake Ever: " I am a Veteran of the Last Table at the Midwestcon Banquet"...signed: Lynn Parks, Jon Singer, Midge Reitan, Randy Reichardt, Jackie
Franke, Stephanie Oberembt, Michael Glicksohn & Bi I' Bowers. (This year, Lou pays; be
lieve it!) That was also the weekend I introduced Lynn Parks to Jon Singer—as you will
see about midnight tonight, one of my finer publications.
WILCON 14 — Wilmot, July. If you’re invited and don’t go, you're an idiot.
Thanks once again, Jon & Joni...
SYMPOSIUM 2 —Toronto, July. Maybe a party, maybe a con. Who knows; it was good,
RIVERCON 2 — Louisville, July. I get this call from Parks, saying: "I wrote you
a letter,, but left it at my mother’s in Indiana." "So tell me about it," I said. "It’s
too complicated," she said. "So write me another letter," I pleaded. "No time," she
says, "meet me in Louisville." So that's why I went to Rivercon; I must learn to be
firm one of these days.
Ml DAMERI CON — Kansas City, Labor Day weekend. No way am I going to tackle this
one! It was good, it was bad; it was more like a large sprawling regional than previous
worldcons I've been to. I'm glad I went, but don’t know if I’d do so again...does that
make sense?
PgHLANGE 8 — Pittsburgh, September. Memories of three very small people roaming
the halls, trying to get in their room. Of staying up Friday nite untiI the hotel restuarant opened at 7 for breakfast; of returning at 11 am for a second breakfast, and .
then moving across the room when the bar opened at noon...and staying there until about
7 that evening with a group of neat people; it wasn't quite as delightful as the barcon
at Marcon last year—but It was close.
WINDYCON 3 — Chicago, October. A strange convention is a tactful way of putting
it; the first Windycon was one of the 3 or 4 best I’ve been to of the 50; the 2nd and
3rd, well...I keep hoping...
OCTOCON 13 — Sandusky, October. With WiIcon and MIdwestcon, one of the three
conventions I’ll make every year even if I have to walk—and I may, this year. A won
derful weekend with two of the best roommates one could wish for...of course, Tony was
there a I so, but...
’

ICON 2 — Iowa Ci+y, November. God, that's a long way out there; I had company
going out, but the 750 mile trip back was solo, with only a short break in Detroit. So
it's not a straight line; I've got Triple A so confused with some of my trip requests
that it's become an artform...
CHAMBANACON 6 — Champaign-Urbana, November. The last "formal" con of the year...
a year that started off with my discovering a very tali femmefan with long, dark hair,
and ended up with me discovering a very short femmefan, with long, dark hair...(and where
Wally told me 5 people had asked him about the latest OUTWORLDS before I got there!)

That was just a portion of my 1976: there was a picnic that wasn't, a housewarm
ing^ a 50th birthday party, two Sidcons, and all sorts of other delightful things...!
doubt if there'll ever be another year quite like it for me—for once in my life I threw
out all the stops and went for broke...and don't regret it. (I keep telling myself
this year I pay for it!)
Even Institutions from Ohio have their limits.
I did some foolish things; I did some good things. I have my regrets; I have my
rewards. I ranted and raved about my "image" and proceeded to go out and make one for
myself...to wit: (Apparently3 Bill was going to read the words to Paula Smith's filk
song as published in MISHAP—"The Wretch of Bill Bowers Fandom" but he chickened out
and merely lifted a copy aloft for the audience to wonder at. If room permits^ I’ll run
it; but I doubt it...)
Does his egotism know no bounds? Very little, If the truth be known!
Speaking of 1978, if you call yourself my friend, you'd best be there.
I'm not
sure I will be... You see, as a result of a Rusty Hevelin DUFF auction, Leah and Lynn
own an hour of my life: they plan on collecting during my speech at Iguanacon. I fear
to ask...or even speculate...
Nevertheless, I feel it only fair to warn you that as of the first of next month,
the attending rates double--so you'd best send In your membership—NOW! (I'll have the
address & details at my table in the huckster's room.)
In my Confusion speech, I said: "What fandom is, is people. Lots of people, dif
ferent people. Mostly good people. People just like you..." Substitute the word "con
vention" for "fandom", and you got it...
If this is your first convention, you may well be in for a treat...or a trauma.
I cannot guarantee you either. It's up to you—a heckuva a lot more than anywhere in
the "outside world"—to make of it what you will. It’s a long time until Sunday after
noon...and yet it's so very short until we have to say good-bye... It's a time-warp,
a never-never world—a world of Bill Bowers esoteric references, of short jokes, a world
of joy and pain, of much ado about very little, a place where you can read that crazy
stuff (if you have time) and not be looked down on... But more than anything, It's a
world of loving and caring...
If you like this one, there’s more--sometimes It seems like at least one a week,
don't ask me about Easter!—as many as your stamina and finances can allow...
...for the newcomers, it's a beginning; for the rest of us, just a continuation...
apicking up from where we were when we last met—a week ago, or a year or more...
Enjoy; have fun (and don’t get between me and the bar!); this Is the first hour
in the rest of your weekend...
Thank you...
12:15 am / 18 March 1977

As some of you may know, Father William is moving (will have moved hy the time most of
you get this...) to Cincinnati this mid-June. As a public-spirited
fan., I here
with present his genuine steel-engraved, accept-none-other COA: WILLIAM BOWERS: TO BOX
3157; CINCINNATI, OH L5201. Write and hound him about the next ish o* oolwo-RLDS.. .
***
»**
»**
**«
***
***
***
***
***
**■"■
***
***
***
***
As some of you, though fewer than know about Bowers.
have heard, Hank and Martha
Beck had been discussing the possibility of i“~r'-£,ng To California in the fall. Well,
family illness (Hank's sister, Sally.
Those of you who met her at MAC) intervened
and Martha has gone to the West
already. It was a traumatic move for everyone,
Sfe I know she'd love to
from anY and a11 of you‘ (She's no great shakes at writ
ing back, so be forey^ned.. .) MARTHA BECK 325 GLENDORA AVENUE; GLENDORA, CA 9171+0
COA COA5 COA CC-a COA COA COA COA COA COA COA COA COA COA COA COA COA COA

LETTERS OH DILERlITIfl 14
(March 17)1 apologize to you (and many others) for taking so long
to write. I've a million excuses—ranging from the time taken up
by teaching to the time lost by our god forsaken blizzards, but
that still doesn't get rid of the guilt. A few announcements are
in order, tho. (1) I survived the blizzard. (2) I am teaching in Buffalo (not far
from Toronto if that's where you've settled. Would love to.see you!). (3) Just prior
to the Great Blizzard of '77, I became a father (again)—this one's a boy. (Ended up
in a ditch on the way to the hospital—how fannish can one get?!!) (E) I will be start
ing my con-going for the 1st time this summer (any suggestions on which to start with?).
(5) I turned 30 last week, and it didn't even hurt...much.

HANK HEATH
250 Dale Drive
Cassadaga, NY 14718

I want to thank you for using my drawing for the bacover of your final DILEMMA.
Even my sublimated LOVE logo reproduced well (the one over the right arm). I thought
the whole thing was rather fitting to the ish.

In my comments to Dilemma and her sister zines, I tend to make little, or no, com
ment about the con reports. This is wrong, because most conreps fall into the category
of my most favorite articles—especially when well-written as yours. Seeing as I haven't
(yet) gone to any cons, it givesthe flavor of an event to me that I missed. And I'm
introduced to many persons/personalities that I'm looking forward to meeting. So I
really do enjoy conreps; the problem is, how does one comment on them? As with most
published Iocs, there's just nothing one can add to what's been written. But my lack of
comment does not indicate lack of interest. Comprenez?

Ronald Soloman was a bit off in his comment about a second pair of socks/panyhose.
It should have gone ''Different frocks for different flocks". .
Joseph Nicholas mentioned Mr. Hondo Crouch of Luckenback, Texas. He's the guy
(along with a fellow world traveler)who bought the village of Luckenback (it was bank
rupt), took over the major services himself, set up a few festivals to bring in tourist
traffic (like the annual Chili Cookoff and Beerdrinking Festival) that brought the vil
lage back in the black—by making use of backwoods American Bad Taste. So,, he was an
expert in the subject at the time of the Bad Taste judging. Incidentally, he died last
year. Personally, I mourn a guy with such a sense of invention and humor. I feel I'm
heaping high praise on him by saying that he would've made a good fan.
Artwise, #13 would be labelled as something fantastic if one liked what Derek Car
ter does. Fortunately I (and many others) do like what Carter does. Enough so I'm jea
lous as hell of his natural talent and humor! Me, I have to work hard at drawing and
this guy just sits down and does beautiful stuff. The Rotslers, Shiffmans and Frankes
were all up to their usual high standards too.

#1Ej was exemplary (a.370 word if I ever heard one)! Bathurst and Jeeves had some
interesting contributions and, of course, I liked Heath's bacover. That Carter charac
ter, tho, he's just got to stop being so prolific! Maybe if we cut off one of his index
fingers he'd have to learn how to draw with his other hand and the rest of us could
catch up?!!! (Personally, even then I doubt it!)
I certainly hope Derek's recovered from his bout with Iron City beer. To my know
ledge, IC has the distinct privilege of being the only beer in the nation to be worse
than Koch's—which is made in Dunkirk, NY, out of rejected Lake Erie water (rejected by
the lake, that is).

Stu Gilson says that he wouldn't mind teaching "provided the job didn't run over
eight hours". I had to laugh. Teaching is a bit of a profession. The physical "work"

doesn t last over H hours a day, hut to do proper research and planning may take as long
as 10 or more hours per day (tho it rarely does, thank Ghu!) ’
.
Loved that egoboo! Though I did blush just a little bit. .//Needless to say, I'm
nowhere near Buffalo now—should've said something sooner!//Derek raised a quiz
zical brow at the thought of his work being effortless—there 's rather a large
amount of training and years of practice behind that little "trick" of his...//
I doubt of many jobs 'require the out-of-office preparation that teaching does.
I do know that the hours spent in class aren't all a teacher uses by a long shot!
HARRY WARNER, JR.
(March 31) There's no way I'm going to succeed in commenting ade
423 Summit Avenue
quately in a couple of pages on two fat issues of Dilemma. If I
Hagerstown, MD 21740 write longer letters, I'll be haunted by the thought of all the ■
other Iocs I hadn't written. Forgive me if I scimp and fail to
be specific about my great admiration for all that fine Derek Carter art. The front co
vet for the lUth issue, in particular, looks as if it must have taken days and days to
creat, and I m sure I could devote at least that much time to looking admiringly at it!
All the material about cons in ttiese two issues, read in quick succession, gave me
almost as many memories of those events as if I'd attended them. Every con report I read
teaches me all over again how much I miss in fandom by attending cons so rarely. So many
of the names that appear over and over in con descriptions belong to fans I know little *
or nothing about, simply because their fanac is the in-person type for the most part
rather than on-paper media.
Eric Mayer's article was both amusing and familiar-sounding. It's now almost six
years since I converted my journalism from mostly straight reporting to mostly column
writing. Most of Eric's experiences has a familiar ring to it, since newspapers and t
their readeis are pretty much the same all over the nation. How can I lose patience with
a fan who does something stupid when I’ve experienced the way some readers react to the
columns I ve written? There was a time last Yuletide when I lost patience with the silly
way authorities were asking people to cut down on Christmas lighting to conserve energy,
while doing nothing about the major forms of energy waste that go on throughout the year.
So I wrote a column speculating how similar efforts might be made to reduce energy con
sumption on other holidays—such as ordering people to color two-minute eggs instead of
hardboiled ones for Easter and serving TV turkey dinners, which take only a half-hour or
so to cook, for Thanksgiving rather than the real kind which take hours and hours of
roasting.. I suggested that everyone should be encouraged to plant artificial trees on
Arbor Day because real trees would eventually grow so large that they'd block ilhmiinqtion from street and security lights and waste energy. A state forestry official wrote
to me, explaining all the ways in which real trees help the environment and suggested
that my well-meaning idea wasn't really justified.
Eric doesn't say anything about the newspaper columnist's other cross: finding
things to write about. I stick to local topics and finding subjects for five columna a
week can be a real problem. I never manage to build up a substantial reserve stock of
topics and I never run out of ideas altogether, so there must be some natural force at
work which feeds ideas into my mind at just the right pace. I must think up about 1,350
topics for columns between now and. retirement, if I keep my intention to quit on my 60th
birthday. It scares me just to think about that task!
.
'
I liked immensely Jodie’s character sketches. Maybe they are less meaningful to a
fan who sees all these.people every month or so, but I can think of reasons why more ma
terial of this type should appear in fanzines. Nobody thinks it's superfluous to publish
reviews of books and movies which most fans will read or see because it's good to learn
others' opinions and ways of looking at such things. There's also the archival value of
printed descriptions of fans. Twenty years from now fandom will have experienced perhaps
a ninety-five percent turnover. How will memories of 1977's fandom survive until then if
such things don't appear in fanzines? (Well, there will be pictures, but most fans use
color film nowadays and the dyes in that have a limited life. Around the turn of the
century the images of those fans will begin to grow dim, literally.)
■
One major difference between Star Trek fandom and science fiction fandom in its
early years is that ST enthusiasts continue to concentrate on just one topic—their

favorite television series; except for the ones who crossed into science fiction fandom.
Our fandom almost from the beginning saw participants spread their interests—into weird
and fantasy fiction, into social questions, into lunatic fringe areas, some became fans
of fandom. To this very day the sub-fandoms have continued to multiply. I don't mean
this as an indictment of Star Trek fandom, just as a suggestion that the parallel isn't
really that close.
.
.

I think there's been some misunderstanding about my loc in the 13th issue. I did
not suggest a weighted system for determining fan Hugo winners. All I pointed out was
the fact that if we were given the complete results on how many votes went to which in
dividual or fanzine, we'd get a rough idea of how the voting really went. A fanzine edi
tor whose publication failed to be nominated for a Hugo would feel a lot better if he
found his 200-copy publication received half as many nominating votes as a fanzine with
a circulation in the thousands.

Yes, it was the sticktoitiveness of ST fans, their devotion to just one topic,
that finally turned me off of that fandom. There seemed to be so many subjects
suggested by the series that were worthy of discussion to me, but apparently the
main concern was what the various stars where doing with their lives once the se
ries ended. SF fans, on the other hand, seldom discuss SF at all; they prefer to
read it instead.//Sorry for misreading your comments—I reread them and see what
you meant. Unfortunately the opportunity for rejection to result from seeing how
the nominating votes tallyed up could be just as likely as that for elation. Faneds seem to be a rather sensitive lot...//The thought of you retired doesn't quite
compute. But, then, if it allows you to devote more time to fanac, perhaps it'll
be a blessing for all concerned. , ‘
(April 23) Here I finally sit down to LoC Dilemma and you up
and fold it. Now that Dilemma is a dead issue, so is this LoC.
It's an Ex-LoC (warning: shitty pun). Now that that's out of
my system...
Derek Carter proves once again that he's one of the finest artists in fandom (and
mundania). I understand that a trolley ride was (or is) a traditional part of Phlange,
tho I never seem to have time for it.
And Derek is as good a writer as he is an artist. His conrep is brilliant. Too
bad he isn't more prolific: I'd really like to see more.
■
I find myself agreeing with Ed Wood and your comments. (with a big second the no
tion to Jon Stopas). Shortly after Big Mac, I suggested to Fred Haskell that he write
a song entitled "Mediocre MAC" to follow "Mediocre Fred". Ken Keller says if he ever
hears it, he will kill me...
Gee I like pubbing a zine. The reaction to B'ZINE has been uniformly excellent
(I haven't heard from Midge yet, tho). I find that B'Z and all the correspondence need
ed to pub is a great way to diet. Whenever I'm hungry, I write a letter and the money
that in the past would have gone into junk food now goes into postage.
Of all the reasons given for publishing a zine, that has to be one of the most
original. Pubbing as a means to controlling one's weight? *Oh well* Why not?
//Sorry you strained so hard to waste a LoC—but now that you've managed to get
into a first issue, perhaps you won't feel so...crappy?
VICTORIA VAYNE
(February 27) Dilemma 14: an enjoyable issue as always. Derek's
P0 Box 156 S+n. D cover is a delight, and reminds me of his earlier work (Jabberwitch
Toronto, Ontario
era) more so than his interior cartoons do. I have a copy of the
CANADA
TORCON progress report on my wall gallery (No. 4) and it's in much
the same style. Do you have any spares of this cover? I'd like one
for my wall, if possible. I'd have to add the NOCRESCON ad drawing as another good one—
those wide-eyed little gremlins are cute. And there's the PgHLANGE conrep folio—I re
member some of those in the making on the trip there, wherever the Pennsylvania highways
were not too execrable.

BEN ZUHL
2626 15+h Avenue S.
Minneapolis, MN 55407

Interesting to read your account of the past fall, filling in the gaps where my
own doings had intersected with yours. (Nomention of those strange doings at Octocon,
though, and perhaps just as well.) I hope this border hassle gets cleared up—I can't
23

understand why there'd "be a problem. The Trudeau government has been opening its doors
to so many people from everywhere else in the world. I understand there is a problem
getting into the States too, and at the moment I'm not clear on what the immigration pol
icy is on either side. I'd like to see a no-border situation come into being somehow,
with everyone free to go where he'd be happiest, and able to move his stuff around at
will and buy it anywhere. I don't know what problems this would cause and how to solve
them, but it would be nice if this were possible. (I've been saying lately that I don't
really care who is ruling over me as long as I can say what I want, do what I want, go
where I want and not be ripped off. All with a regard to the similar rights of others,
of course.)

Everybody's seen a different MAC, I'm sure. I thought it was a good con, and it
must have been, considereing the personal problems I was going through at the time. But
then I avoided a lot of the regimented things and problem spots, and confined myself to
chasing after people—ALL the time I was tracking down "last seen at..." rumors of people
I wanted to meet. Even then there were people there I missed. I think I prefer the
smaller regionals. At PHILCON and BOSKONE I seemed to spend all the time with a small
number of New York and area fanzine fans, but enjoyed both while not seeing much of the
actual cons in either case.
Yes, I do have some spare copies of .Derek's cover, and I've been meaning to send
one to you ever since I got your letter. RealSoonNow...//While the Official Cri
teria remain identical, I suppose immigration standards are less strict for those
from underdeveloped countries in actual practice. Looking at the newcomers to
our shores, I would think the same situation applies here as well. I do doubt
that our standards are any tougher than yours, though. After all, Birddog's now
in the U.S., isn't he? /f ■//.///'// '/// 1/fr/i //, ///////, '/fr/t/f //////!//Once a fan
gets hisser feet wet at conventions and meets and
makes friends with a number of new people,
I find it difficult to imagine the case
of not prefering regionals to the
more mammoth variety of con.
Crowds, even though com
posed of fans, sa
dickens outta me!
Ihe only thing to
do to make large
conventions more
tolerable is to
form a conwithin-a-con;
as apparently
you did at
PHILCON and
BOSKONE.

(March 24) I’ve never been to a con, and have had little personal contact with fans.
(I used to live in the same town as Don
60466 Ayres and we saw each other frequently, and there's this sf club
I run into now and then, but...) So I live through the conreps:,
though only to a point. Because when you see them in print it isn't always that excit
ing to read in one report after another about these things that mean a lot more to those
who participated. Your fanzine has been caught up in all this con life more than any
other I've seen, and it's a bit sad to see Dilemma go.

JIM MEADOWS I I I
31 Apple Court
Park Forest, IL

Your hurried impressions gave me perhaps one of the most interesting views of con
life I've ever read, in a format that's new to me. Like a Chuck Braverman film, it just
sort of whizzed by in a cheerful way, letting me get just a taste of the whole thing.
Not something I'd recommend doing all the time, but a good way to telescope when the
need comes.
I really liked Jodie Offutt's DIARY, and I can tell you with absolute certainty
that this doesn't have to be a hands-across-the-ocean thing. You were right in guessing
that a lot of fans know fellowfen from glimpses in fanzines, and that a fuller descrip
tion by another would be helpful. I have, with a lot of years' reading, gotten a some
what fuller picture of a few fans—say the Katzes, and Donn Brazier, and Harry Warner,
and Mike Glicksohn—simply because I see them so much in the zines. But there are lots
of interesting people I don't know much about from this viewpoint, so it's nice that
someone slows down a bit and points them out.
Quick, what the heck does SMOF mean? I thought I knew all the slang...
We see different stripes of ST fans; you in the cons and me in my zines (and trek
zines, costing what they do, don't come to me often). My comparing First Fandom and
young ST fandom was a bit simplistic, I know. I misspoke myself by using the fans-areslans things, which gives the wrong impression. However, in young fandoms, there's a
tendency to believe that not only is the center of fandom (sf or ST) something very spe
cial, but that it's something that should be special to a whole lot more people than is
actually the case. As a corallary, there usually are a number of fans who are interest
ed in bringing sf or ST or whatever to the mundanes. An example were Gernsback's "What
I Have Done To Spread Science Fiction'' contests in Science Wonder Quarterly. Similarly,
in a recent letter to The Balkan Council, one fan—spurred on by the success of ST fen
in getting the Space Shuttle names The Enterprise—suggested starting a Star Trek Fan
Political Lobby. These sort of things are the ideas of the young convert who isn’t
aware that other people don't find his interests all that interesting. In a young fan
dom, with less FIJAGH brewing about, without the influence of fannish fans or the turned
inward attitude toward enjoying fandom, a young convert can dominate a bit more.
I guess Derek Carter is new to these last two issues. He seems like an interest
ing person, and he definitely knows how to—as Arnie Katz would say—art. Boy, does he
art good. I found his Pghlange report, with its running dialogue (it's great to read
aloud; I suppose you've tried that already?) to be a lotta fun. Does this guy to trek
zines?
I won't quote Derek directly—this may be seen by young children after all—
but the gist of his comments were "No, Derek does not do Trekzines ."//As a mat
ter of fact I hadn't tried reading that report aloud until you mentioned it—
it does add a new dimension; thanks for the suggestion.//Of course, Gemsback
wasn't a youngster trying to "convert" the masses; he was a man selling a pro
duct—a SF zine—using a method for increasing his market. (Though., admittedly,
Uncle Hugo did have a Messiah complex when it came to SF) But even so, there
are some SF fans filled with fervent hopes of bringing new sheep into the fold,
as quickly as they can. This urge usually dies away fairly soon, thankfully.//
SMOF=Secret Master of Fandom, a term used partly in jest, partly in wariness of
the schemes of more-politically-motivated fen.//I can't say it often enough—
I, too, hope that Jodie continues her con-diary thingee. However, it’s been
some time since I've seen another installment...(hint-hint, nudge-nudge, Jodie!)
//More egoboo/feedback from con reports! I'm flabberghasted! What is fandom
coming to these days???

(April 25) Many things about your editorial capture the essence of
the good parts of fandom independent of the particular events they
related to. I'm glad you found support and comfort from your friends,
because you and I share the same sentimental view of "our" fandom.
If I was able to do anything to ease the' difficulties of your transi
tional period, I'm glad: you've already helped return the favor when our roles became
somewhat reversed. And that's what friends are for, and why I love my friends and the
fandom they form as much as I do. Even at the bleakest times enough good things happen
and enough good people show themselves for us to realize how lucky we are, despite our
setbacks. Hang in there, love, and when we next meet may it be under happier circum- .
stances for both of us.
■
MIKE GLICKSOHN
141 High Park Ave.
Torno+o, Ontario
MSB 2S3 CANADA

One of the differences between us, tho, is your willingness to write about the per
sonal side of your life in a fanzine. As you may know that's something I've never done,
and probably never will do. Things change too quickly, and emotions are such delicate
things that I prefer not to commit to paper what's been happening in my private affairs.
I admire your willingness and ability to express yourself on such things, though, and I
hope you never regret having done so.
Derek's cover is truly superb, but I've .just noticed something about it. What con
nects the trolley to the overhead cable? There doesn't seem to be any linkage, and yet
That certainly looks like a cable wire to me and it also looks like an electric trolley.
Both the angle and design of that apparatus coming out of the middle of the roof of the
car make it look like the top of just another support post. Could the hairy little
chappie have goofed?
■
.

I've had a soft spot in my head for the Bubonicon people ever since, five years
ago, they were the first fan group to ask me to be a Guest of Honor at their convention.
I think that shows that the con traditionally has been run by people of highly suspect
mental natures, and it's good to see that tradition maintained! There isn't a lot one
can say about RayTac's description of the Joys of being a big-time con man except to note
some of the neat uses of parallel word structure he tosses out and thence ponder if he
really meant that he distributed "Punblicity" locall? With the world's absolutely-mostincurable bad punster (west of the Mississippi—can't forget Sam Long, can we? Wi
right there in Albuquerque, that might be just what he did!
.
I guess MAC has just about been analyzed into the ground now and the consensus
seems to be pretty well what you and Ed gave here: MAC was a good con, not a great one,
and would have been better if the committee had spent its money a little more wisely. I
think the one thing I've found rather surprising about the follow up to MAC has been the
large amount of bitterness the people involved with the running of the con have evinced.
Just about everyone who was active in some part of the con has had bad things to say
about someone else who was also working on it. I guess this happens frequently, but it
does make me wonder how the thing managed to aang together long enough for us to have
had a reasonably good time? (MAC once again convinced me that a Worldcon is not worth
the money it costs to attend. So howcum I'm going to SUNCON which'll probably be even
more expensive? Some of us just never learn...)
Derek's illustrated scroll is just spiffy, although I suspect that to someone who
wasn't at Pghlange it bears about as much resemblance to a con report as Bowers does to
a fanzine publisher. I wonder what people who don't know Del or most of us that he
writes about think of this sort of thing? (Are there any such people getting it?)
SYMPOSIUM ought to be another dead issue. It certainly points out the ephemerality
of fannish goings-on, doesn't it? I happened to-visit many of the very people Derek was
writing about for the first time in ages a while ago and found, once again, that they
are just not the sort of people whose company I particularly enjoy. I got into yet ano
ther arguement about names with Barrel Vague McBoring which sort of ended with Tarai
(I will try to call him that from now on) telling me quite huffily that it was all right
for me to call him anything I wanted to because it clearly said in his fanzine that "all
his friends called him Tarai", emphasis his. I couldn't help but be struck by the way he
said that. Almost as if he thought I'd be kept awake nights by the blinding revelation
that Tarai MacDonald and I are not friends. Who cares? I'm sure he sees me just as dull

and boring as I see him: that shouldn't cause either of us any concern considering the
number of people we do relate well to. It was a most unusual couple of hours indeed.
I'm sure Del would have found it monumentally hilarious!
It seems slightly unreal to be reading of Eric's trip again when only a day or so
ago I got a letter from him talking about his plans for nextyear's holiday over here!
I'm sure I'm just one of many people he charmed while here who'll be happy to see him
again, and I'm equally sure I'm not alone in wondering when he's going to give in and
do what we all expect him to do: move over here permanently. (I see that he "managed
to catch John Berry in Seatlle": I warned him not to drink the water, but those Aussies
can be as stubborn as hell!)

It sounds as if Phoenix is attempting to run the most fannish Worldcon since TORCON and I wish them luck. I'd guess that one of the major problems they'll have to con
tend with will be the large number of worldcon attendees who simply don't know how to
enjoy a fannish style con and expect to be catered to with formal style programming and
structure. Their approach certainly seems refreshingly different from the Ultimate
Worldcon, although when
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NO, I DON’T GO TO CONS
JUST TO GET LAID 5

THERE’S SOME OTHER
THINGS THERE, Too.

Commztte has to have negative feelings about their co-workers for awhile? Seems
to me that I still hear bitter words said about things that happened at Worldcons
from many years ago!//Gee, I'm sure there are some people on the mailing list who
aren t familiar with those mentioned in Derek's report. Let’s see, theres...no.
how about...no, not that one. Hmmm. Let me think on it awhile.//The impression
I received from Iguanacon 's progress report was that the non-fannish fans were
going to be ‘'catered" to, only in a bit different a manner than usual. Wasn't
Greg Brown taking us to task for neglecting the one-con-a-year and strictly-a
Reader type of fan?
REED ANDRUS
1651 E. Paulis+a Way
Sandy, Utah 84070

(February 16) Once again I'm loccing your zine after the toad's
put to bed—been trying to get into the habit of loccing right af
ter I.read through, making comments on those highlights which seem
most important or loc-able to me. I confess it's a bit harder
with D, because of the conreps which are enjoyable enough but nothing I can truly get
involved with; more's the pity. That's why I particularly relish articles such as those
that Jodie produces!
I hesitate to say anything about your personal situation because I'm not too sure
you were inviting comments in your editorial, and also because, as a practitioner of
Libertarian philosophies, I believe adults have the right to build or dissolve relation
ships at their own discretion. However it's fortunate that fandom is filled with more
level-headed, common sensical people than other subcultures. The embarrassment factor,
which would be extremely high in my mundane microcosm, is surprisingly small when deal
ing with fans. Perhaps that why I feel more comfortable around fandom than, around even
the people I work with. Ain't it nice having friends like Glicksohn close by?
Speaking of Mike, even us isolationists here in the Utah outback heard those re
ports from the Canadian Can )' Beans (Libby's no less— a decidedly inferior brand).
Sam Long says that must have been the "shit heard round the world". I prefer to think
that this was the true origin of the term"Can fen".
I can't end this loc without tipping my hat to Derek Carter, applaud his reporting
ability (as well as his ability to withstand excruciating pressure from uncompromising °
faneds) and inject several notes of envy that he is not contributing to HARBRINGER. I'd
solicit, but fear I'd be arrested...

Eons ago (it seems) I, too, used to LoC on reading a zine. Now I'm lucky if I
can find the time to even skim them! Perhaps once I get into a schedule of some
sort...?//Anything in my zine is bait for comment; that's up to the reader. But
whether I print it or not, that's up to me.//There was a certain amount of em
barrassment—in my own head at least—and it still exists to a certain extent.
Friends have been doing their damdest to alleviate that, though, so I doubt if
it'll last too long.//I'll pass on this pun...they 're coming too fast now.
DON AYRES
(March 10) You make me miss the Midwest again, Jackie, for
5707 Harold Way #3
all the trials you had there. You realize I missed the great
Hollywood, CA 90028
snowsto-m of this century, spending it instead in this frig- .
ging sunshine and smog? I'm probably the only man on this
planet to resent the fact that I missed it!
I'm not going to argue Bruce Arthur's point, as I've not been to any AZ cons, but
I gathered that they are more like Midwestern cons (same with CO): the information was
a combination of my own observations and remarks by some people I knew and trusted; take
the Coast part more literally, I suppose.
■

I met Phil Paine at Autoclave, with my only previous acquaintance being his MISHAP
zine. I can rarely think of any time I was so impressed with a person on first meeting.
His enthusiasm literally overran all boundries and he shows a reasonably good sense of
judgement. (We talked science at Autoclave; music and I forget what else coming back
from MAC, keeping eajch other awake.) I remember vividly at Autoclave wishing there were
some way I could set him up under my major professor at SIU. Not because the degree is
so vital—he could learn most of it himself with little problem—but it does make things
easier. Besides, I 'don't think I could recommend a better teacher than Dr. Galbreath;

though he officially shows no "great papers", he reflects an attitude I feel should he
typical of a good scientist.
I think Phil shows that potential. I just hope it doesn't get lost, whatever he
finally winds up doing.

<

Myself, I seem to he unlearning most of my college study. In part from disuse,
hut also more or less deliberately. I shall keep my interpretation of the scientific
method, but I know not how much else. And it’s slowing down; soon I shall start learn- •
ing deliberately again. I Just don't know when.
Z
Hl W4
Z^fWZ

Youj who basked in the California sun while we poor peons froze our butts off,
have the nerve to regret you missed our weather?!? Ayres, I no longer wonder
■
about your sanity—I know!//Agreed, Phil seems the type who could Go Far with
whatever he chooses to do with his life—or nowhere if he can't find a direction
for himself .//Perhaps your "unlearning" is just a way to clear out the clutter
for a more real absorbtion/understanding of what you know?
ERIC MAYER
(March 2) Good to hear from you again. I had wondered from time
175 Congress St.
to time where you and DIL had gone to, having heard dire rumors
Brooklyn, NY 11201
which were indeed confirmed by your COA. I'm afraid I wasn't
considerate enough to send out COAs. Kept thinking I'd memori
alize my move with a little fanzine, but the money never seemed to be at hand. I'm glad
you asked me about my newspaper experience. In a strange way I like the article and feel
I had to write it. It's flawed, certainly; I forgot I was responding to your idea and
maybe readers, coming into the middle so to speak, might find the thing ungainly and in
comprehensible. But it worked for me and fit in rather well with the last issue of Dil.
What a marvelous issue to finish up with! Full of great things—the usually ex
cellent letters, your own moving personal writing, the super, original, art-word combi
nation from Derek. All the zine lacks is your own hand-stencilled illos. Without them,
it isn't quite the same Dilemma, you know. I can understand how you might have lacked
time to do them, though. It is certainly one of the best zines to have come my way since'
I moved to Brooklyn. What a fantastic cover! What style! So much to interest the eye,
yet without being cluttered or fussy-looking.
From reading Dilemma, from your Iocs and letters, I can't see you witing on tables.
Can you see me going to law school? Drastic upheavals. There comes a time when you re
alize the track you've been on isn't the one you want to follow anymore, and then you
have to do something about it no matter how "out of character" some may think it. Heck,
I don't love law school (cause I hate schools), but it allows me to be where I want to
be, with whom I want to be with (gracefully put, wasn't it?), so I'm going and quite
happy. I am almost in awe of someone who can do all you've done (so many cons, for
starters) in the last half year and still you put out a fanzine. I'm glad you did it.
I hope to hear of your continuing adventures is some new zine. Are you like me?
With so many things to write about that you can't decide where to start and without en
ough time in order to start? It's been a tremendous change for me in moving from the
countryside to New York City. Moving to a foreign country must be even more unsettling.
Not to mention living in the snowbelt in this Winter of all Winters.
I was, until the last OW, unfamiliar with the Carter talent. Upon seeing it dis
played there, I decided to nominate him for the FAANs. However I'd forgotten the award
completely, and the deadline is a few weeks away. Glad you sent the zine when you did!
As am I! Though non-fan Carter professes to be unimpressed by such things, I
noted that his eyes lit up when he saw he'd been nominated...,//Though Toronto's
"foreigness" was a mite unsettling, it also gave me the chance to become used
to living in the midst of a city. Where before I swore I hated cities, I found
they aren't such nasty places after all. Because of Toronto, I can live in
Chicago... and like it! //True. Too often, when I complain about not knowing
what to write, what I really mean is not knowing how to abridge what I want to
write about into a compact enough size for a fanzine. What to edit, where to
compress, where to begin and end...it's a trick I'll never master.//Few fans

‘‘look1’ their profession—Hensley a judge? Wixon, Hixon, Dixon and Propp lawyers?
Glicksohn a Math teacher? Naw...never in a million years!//Some of the art in
this issue is/will be hand-stencilled, again, out of necessity. Ran out of
electrostencil blanks and ghod knows when I’ll have $36 for another batch...//
Canada has one plus mark; their post office sends COA cards without charge. I
haven't been able to send any out since I moved back to the States because I
just can't afford it. Apparently, not very many fen can.//Glad the last Dil
pleased you so much—I kinda liked it too.
RANDY REICHARDT
(May 23) Derek's cover on Dilemma 14 has to be the best I've seen
58 Penrose Place
yet this year. Honest. I'm staring at it now and it is truly marWlnnlpeg, Mani+obe velous.
R2J IS I CANADA
Ed Wood's piece was a bit of a downer; . too bad things went as
they did. I do regret missing MAC, but I think I'm more furious
(tho not violently) at the fact the UK will probably get it in '79. I will not vote for
them, on the simple fact that every bloody time an overseas group (except Aussies) want
the worldcon, they pick the Central Zone slot! I don't really consider Toronto a Mid
west city, and they had it in '73. At this rate we won't get another Worldcon in our
area until '82.; what with Miami this year, Phoenix the next, most likely Britain in '79,
back to the East Coast in 80, the West in 81...then us. Maybe I'm making a big thing
over this. By the same token, it's nice that the British and Australian fen get it once
in a while. (How Germany ever got it I'll never know. Do you?)
Good idea to place Stu's marathon loc at the end, where it belonged as a sort of
summation and response. Gee, but this boy is eloquent. One thing I agreed with (and
you'll see a brief mention of this in WN5) is that fandom "is not an end to itself—it
supplements my daily existence", too. For one thing, we live too far from any con cir
cuit to speak of. Thank God Minneapolis is so close! I ahve too many other activities
besides fandom to toss either fandom or the others aside. I love them all too much.to
discard any of them. Some may take a back seat (like, don't laugh, my tropical fish).,
but that's ok. You can only do so much. Before you break down. And what will happen
when I. meet the right girl, when I fall in love? I'll want to spend all my waking hours:
with her, and where will that put everything else? It's something to think about, some
thing I enjoy thinking about. Lately this has been an occasional topic of conversation
with the boys.
You've struck a minor sore-point with me too—the lack of worldcons in the Mid
west. Toronto has always been considered as an "Eastern" city by me (and not a
few others as well) and it’s only when something brings it to my attention that
I recall that yes, Torcon was a Central Zone convention. Since I missed St Louis
con in 1969—only finding out about it a mere three or four weeks before it be
gan—MAC hs been the only "real" Central Zone Worldcon since I’ve been in fandom!
Unfortunately, there doesn't seem to be any way of remedying the situation, ex
cept plan on attending the NasFic...//
You sound like you’re in love with
the idea of being in love...
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JOSEPH NICHOLAS
(April 21) Mike Glicksohn made mention of thelowcirculation of an*
2 Wi lmot Way
nish fanzines, and in the consequent imbalance in the; fan Hugos.'
Camberly, Surrey .While I agree with what, you say in 1& to Eric Lindsay, and to a cerGU15 1JA ENGLAND tain extent with The Hat himself, I don’t think that the idea of fan
zine fandom being distinct from fandom per se quite covers the ground*
It’s the cost*. Fannish fanzines thrive on feedback, not the money that the Brown’s and
Geis’s- demand for their efforts. In fact, because they require money that they Are able
to boost their circulations and thus capture a mass audience that’s mug enough to vote 1
for them when the' Hugo ballots come around* This is one of the reasons I support the
idea of the Faan Awards—because of the voting restrictions, only those active in fan- .
zine fandom can vote, and the mongs that vote for Locus and SFR time after bloody time
don’t get a look-in.
,
V
I made some remarks on the usefullness of the fan Hugos in a recent letter to Rich
Coad’s SPICY BAT TALES #U, sb I don’t want to repeat myself here, but I will say this:
it seems to me that the. fan Hugos were all very well back in the days when fandom was
sufficiently small that almost everybody knew 'almost everybody else, and the voting could
be done on the basis of the best and not the largest. With the ballooning of fandom, ’
this Just isn’t viable any more* The fan Hugos have, to my mind, become tn+Aily meaning
less, which is why I feel we should all get but; there and throw bur weights behind the i
Faans, Okay, so they were introduced in a rush, and no one had a very dear "idea Of Whdt
they were supposed to be about, but that’s no excuse for us all sitting afound now, a ?
cbuple of years later, still complaining, -They won’t lift themselves out ofthedoldrums
by themselves; we’ve got to do it. So let’s do it, yeah?
,
I still have vague reservations about the need for any sort of Award System for
what should be a recreational activity. It's like applauding the one who has
.
themost fin-at ar picnic. However* I still admit to a wish to thank in some
/
larger way than a mere letter* those who have given me so much sheer pleasure
through their sines. The FAAns may be in-bred* but so arethe Nebula Awards
.
(and* no* I'mnot comparing the two inany way)j sb I say let 'em continue. As
for the fm Hugos* well* I guess the casual reader of fanzines should have some
sayJ. andftnese day® ofeasier access to printingand increased familiarity with
various production methods*, the number of Large Circulation fansines (usingthe
term at it's loosest) is increasing* so there's a measure of competition for that
award*. Live and let live* is what I'm saying* I suppose..*
,
DAVID M. VERESCHAGIN (May 9) I’ve totally lost count of the number of reports I’ve read
R.R. #2 .
_
. about MAC. Wot having attended is not) conducive to my making any ;
New Sarepta, Alberta relevent comments. But I would like to make a few remarks that
TOB 3W CANADA
,< might be valid. Fandom, it seems to me,xis increasingly concerned
■
with professionalism. Now, many decry it, but it appears that . .
most seem to set their sights towards it, some even.while denying that they are doing so.
The rationalization is that they are not trying to be professional, but are merely try-'
ing to "improve" fandom.
, It beems-vto me* from what I’ve read, that KC was merely caught up in this trend
and they can certainly be forgiven if it didn’t work out. However,-others learn from
their mistakes and MAC can be used as a point of departure for the next group attempt
ing the ’’ultimate" worldcon.
.
.
One thing I am somewhat distressed about is the party mentality , in regards cdns.
It; seems' that no matter what’s in the program, ho matter what afforts the committee may ; ’
make, the con is always judged on the number and strngth of its. parties. If these are.
all that fans go to cons for,, then I don’t see?how you can properly label Conventions
’’conventions”.: (It seems we might be carrying on a self-delusion. Quite frankly, I just
might be inclined to sit in a dark room and watch decades-old films, and, no, I cannot
do that anytime. What am I supposed to do, call Dial-A-Film?
””
b
I was going to say that Stuart Gilson’s letters are usually among the most inter
esting in any zine, but I have Just reread his letter and don’t know quite what to say
now. 8e sews to be able to write refreshingly candid and open letters, while at the .
same time displaying a fine ability to mouth cliches. How, while I suppose Hie two *'

'

.

aren't mutually exclusive, somehow I don't expect the two together. At any rate, Stuart
seems to be about my age, which makes it easy to understand some of his concerns.
I fail to see how fandom can ever be a way of life unless one is totally lacking
in creativity and adventure and prefers to live in a narrow, limiting universe. That's
not for me, thank you. The mundane world is only mundane if you think it is. It has
things to offer that fandom never can, or will. To suscribe to FIAWQL is to deliberately
limit yourself as a person. (But I suppose there are some people insecure enough to need
the intense, in-group confinement.)
True, MAC shot for something Important in many fan's eyes—though I quibble with
the term "professionalism". Perhaps "polished" would be better. Fans want to
do as good a job as the professionals do, only for different reasons. They don't
want to make money at what they do, but they still want to deliver the best they
can deliver with whatever resources they have at hand, whether it be a con, a
fanzine or a checklist. I can forgive MAC for failing in it's attempt to be the
"Ultimate Worldcon", because they did, at least, try and they did not totally
ruin the con in the meantime. I liked it: I simply didn't love it.//The con
reports you read in fanzines are generally written by people who have gone to
dozens upon dozens of conventions. (I went to something like 16 last year...)
There just ain't any prograrriming they haven’t seen over and over again, so the
basis for deciding whether a con was good, bad or indifferent has to lay in dif
ferent directions. "Convention" isn't the proper term, historically—it just
became into being as a mis-reading/interpreting/whatever of the word "conclave",
which is what conventions were called originally (and still are closer to in ac
tuality ). //Since I am one of those "insecure" enough to deliberately limit myself
to fandom, my remarks may sound defensive—and probably are to a certain degree.
But I can’t help but wonder how anyone could consider Mundania as a wider uni
verse than fandom, unless one is using sheer size as the only criteria. As far
as I can see, every viewpoint—social, political, theological, philosophical—
is represented within fandom. You can literally discuss any topic you wish with
someone else to virtually any degree of expertise you may desire. Fandom, to me
at least, is a "compressed'' mundanian world, with most of the dross eliminated.
(Hot all, by a long shot, but I'll take the 10-90% ratio in fandom to the 1-99%
in Mundania anytime...) I don’t have to go through the sorting procedure one
uses in dealing with casually-met strangers in order to establish whether or not
there is a commonality of attitudes—if a person is a fan, then the likelihood
is increased enormously that we’ll see eye-to-eye on other matters. No guaran
tees, of course, only the enhanced odds. I’m a FIAWOLer by choice—because I
don’t care to spend the time and energy to find what I’ve already found here in
the world outside. Okay, so I’m lazy and you're not—but as long as we both
find what pleases us in whatever way we can, I see no grounds for tossing asper
sions at either viewpoint....

0elightful!

I tinerate

(as always)

(you traveling jiant, you!)

enitive (I found it very much so)
£vocative (it made me think about you)

The material to the left is what Tucker
passes offas a LoC nowadays—I loved it!
Unfortunately, I didn't have the room
to print it just as it came; imagine it
four times larger...

Once again, it comes time to list
\ lilwaukee (my copy was mailed from there*
those that WAHF (I use W as meaning "were"):
f/j
Are you collaborating with Deweese?)
Sid Altus, Gary Farber, George Flynn,
^yjore! (under this or any other title)
Alexis Gilliland, Lynn Hickman, Ben Indick,
Rob Jackson, Alan Lankin, Dave Locke, Eric
Annihilate (the extracted foriegn oppo
sition! Smash the unarmed border!) Lindsay, Jodie Offutt, Dave Piper, Dave
Rowe, Robert Runte, Ronald M. Saloman, Milt
J That’s not too many....
Stevens (whose letter I lost—drat!), Ira
Thornhill, Bruce Townley and Gail White.
To those of you I missed, many apologies,
but my mai I is scattered al I over this end
of the continent! Maybe next time?

